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DURATION: 
45 minutes

MATERIALS:  
Board+chalk

TO PREPARE:  
Nothing, other than  
reviewing instructions.

my relationships

OVERVIEW: Students create a visual representation of their relationships.

OBJECTIVES: To help students identify the different relationships in their lives and to 
name qualities they value in themselves and that they seek in close relationships; to 
strengthen students’ critical thinking skills.

INSTRUCTIONS 
1 Explain to students that they are going to identify 

the various relationships they have with people. 
!SK�STUDENTS�TO�MAKE�A�PERSONAL�LIST�OF�THEIR�
relationships and connections with other people. 

2 Invite a few students to share their lists voluntarily. 
Note on the board the different kinds of 
relationships they mention, such as those with 
relatives, friends, or neighbors. 

3 On the board, draw a diagram of four concentric 
circles (like the one below). 

4� !SK�STUDENTS�TO�TAKE�OUT�A�BLANK�PIECE�OF�PAPER��
Explain: 

s� $RAW�A�SERIES�OF�FOUR�CIRCLES��FROM�SMALL�TO�LARGE��
like the one I have drawn. Use your whole sheet 
for the largest circle.

s� )N�THE�SMALLEST�CIRCLE��WRITE�YOUR�NAME��OR�DRAW�A�
picture of yourself). 

s� 4HINK�ABOUT�THE�DIFFERENT�PEOPLE�IN�YOUR�LIFE��*UST�
outside that small circle, write the names (or draw 
simple pictures) of those who are closest to you. 

s� )N�THE�TWO�OUTER�CIRCLES��PUT�THE�NAMES��OR�
pictures) of those who are not as close. 

5� !SK�STUDENTS�TO�FORM�GROUPS�OF�THREE�OR�FOUR�WITH�
those sitting closest to them, and have them take 
about two minutes each to explain their drawing to 
the other members in their group. 
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6 Facilitate a discussion with the following questions:

s� $ID�EVERYONE�IN�YOUR�GROUP�LIST�THE�SAME�KINDS�
OF�RELATIONSHIPS�OR�WERE�THERE�DIFFERENCES��$ID�
everyone place their family members, friends, 
neighbors, teachers, religious leaders, or others in 
the same circle or in different circles?

s� .AME�SOME�WORDS�THAT�DESCRIBE�WHAT�YOU�VALUE�
in the people you feel closest to. [Probe for: honest, 
respectful, sharing, caring, trusting, fun, safe, 
understanding, reliable, interesting, loving. Write 
these words on the board.] 

7 Reserve ten minutes for students to explore the 
qualities they value in their relationships: 

s� 4HINK�ABOUT�ONE�PERSON�ON�YOUR�PAGE�WHOM�YOU�
would like to have move closer toward the inner 
circle. Pick one word that most describes what 
you value in that person. 

s� .OW�THINK�ABOUT�ONE�OR�TWO�OF�THE�WORDS�ON� 
the board that you think people would say 
describes you.

s� #ELEBRATE�A�QUALITY�YOU�VALUE�HIGHLY��EITHER�IN�
yourself or in others) by writing it on your paper 
with decorative letters or in a creative style. 

s� !S�YOU�WRITE�OR�DRAW��THINK�ABOUT�WHAT�THAT�WORD�
means to you.


